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This beautiful destination is also popular for wide variety of whale shark. In Philippines, whale shark
is also known as Butanding and it is considered to be the biggest fish in the whole world. If any
person visits Philippines, then person should enjoy swim with whale sharks. In order to swim with
whale sharks, person should arrange many things such as underwater gear, underwater camera,
goggles, fins, snorkel, extra battery for his/her camera etc.

If person is a tourist and wants to enjoy swimming with whale shark completely and thoroughly then
tourist should hire professional guide and boat for this exciting and adventurous activity. Moreover,
The Butanding Officers will provide short and important briefing as we; as significant instructions for
those tourists who want to swim with whale sharks. On the other hand, person should know that
summer is the best season in order to enjoy swimming and diving with whale sharks.

In case of discussing the how person enjoy swim with whale sharks it is very important that person
should get important and essential information about whale sharks. Every person should know that
whale shark is the biggest fish in the whole world and this biggest fish has 59 feet long and weight
has 15 tons. In other words, whale shark is included in the list of man eater fishes. But apart from
this feature, many people especially in western countries would love to swim with whale sharks.

There are few places in the world where person will find the wide range or variety of whale sharks
such as Australia, Cancun and Belize. In Cancun, if person wants to experience swim with whale
sharks then person should visit Cancun during July and August months. Moreover, the water of
Cancun Ocean is full with nutrients and because of this reason in Cancun Ocean the quantity of
whale shark is maximum or abundant. Furthermore, it is very important that person should get
professional training for diving with whale sharks. In additionally, person should identify as well as
familiarized the bodily movements of whale sharks. Furthermore, people should visit different
websites that are specially designed for swimming with shale sharks. Lastly, in order to swim with
whale sharks person should follow important and significant preventive measures for avoiding any
type of accident while swimming or diving with whale sharks.

In the final conclusion, we can say that swim with whale sharks is considered to be interesting and
adventurous activity. For all people who would love to perform different adventurous and thrilling
activities, they should try at least once for enjoying diving with whale sharks. Finally, we can say that
there are many places or locations in this world where person can fully enjoy this thrilling and
adventurous activity.
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